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Part 1: Necessity and Urgency   
 
The past is a landlord's luxury. Where shall I keep mine? You don't put your past in your 
pocket; you have to have a house. I have only my body: a man entirely alone, with his 
lonely body, cannot indulge in memories; they pass through him. I should not complain: 
all I wanted was to be free. (Sartre 65)  
 
Displacement. Immigration. Diaspora. I was watching these terms from a distance; I didn’t 
notice that the floor under my feet had begun moving and I was gradually approaching them. I 
became them. Can art be used as a coping strategy for dealing with hardship? Perhaps I can 
change my negative experiences into inspiration for my work. Being far from my home, I am 
looking at it and trying to experience it from a distance.  
 
Recording the moment and the lights. Time is passing and my parents are aging. I want to 
capture their/our moments and save them in a box. The way Eugene Atget recorded Paris. It 
might be more relevant to document something that is of common interest, relevant to other 
people, but let me be selfish this time. Maybe people will find some empathy here. Do I work for 
others? What is the role of the audience? I have been asked this question repeatedly in the last 
three years at Hunter, now is the time to answer it. I don't have an answer yet, except that one of 
the reasons that I have shifted from making objects to creating moving images is the possibility 
to have a broader audience.  
 
I started my practice with self-portraits. Looking at the self, representing the self. Then my 
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projects, in the form of drawings and photographs, involved work on imprisonment, memory, 
and images of my parents’ house. These previous works can be considered research, an 
investigation, a preparation for this film.  
 
The process of my practice here is the same as before. First I get obsessed with something or 
someone, the subject, and start gathering the materials that I want to spend time with. Am I 
obsessed with my parents? I just said that out loud and I heard it! Thanatophobia (fear of death). 
The idea of documenting my parents has been with me for a long time; but until now I didn’t 
dare going directly into it. I was imagining it with closed eyes, similar to a Zen drawing. The 
desire has kept accumulating and I was gathering my courage and waiting for the right moment 
to jump into it.  
 
Documentation: Material that provides official information or evidence or that serves as a record. 
(Oxford Dictionary) 
 
Record: A thing constituting a piece of evidence about the past, especially an account kept in 
writing or some other permanent form. (Oxford Dictionary) 
 
I didn't mean only to record them. The project was my new way of communicating with them, 
communicating beyond our usual interactions and dynamics. I also wanted to explore my family 
and myself through a camera, recording perhaps a version of us, with voice and movement that 
could be remembered and returned to. 
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Part 2: Trace of Others 
 
When I look back to my film, I can see the influence of other artists at an unconscious level in 
my non-linear process, which can be truly revealed only after the process of creation ends. As an 
Iranian who was raised in a culturally savvy family, I have been inspired by Iranian modern 
cinema. It has had a big role in constructing my artistic taste and judgment.  
 
My film starts with the soft light of the morning on the carpet. I can see the impact of the 
mesmerizing lights in Waiting, by Amir Naderi, a film that created an uncanny experience for 
me. Something that is supposed to remain secret has come to light. Uncanny includes an 
experience of the familiar, internal, even homely, rendered strange.  
 
I still have a concrete image of the intimacy and humbleness in A Simple Life, by Sohrab Shahid 
Sales, that I saw more than twenty years ago. His was the story of a simple ordinary life, which is 
what I tried to capture and represent in my film as well.  
 
I’ve always admired the immediacy and improvisation of Abbas Kiarostami. His method of 
working taught me to trust my intuition and make decisions on the spot. I also need to mention 
the impact of great directors like Andrei Tarkovsky and Robert Bresson. The non-linear narration 
of Tarkovsky’s Mirror made me watch it a few times and try to study and understand his 
‘sculpting in time.’ The ascetic approach of Bresson in his films, his sparse use of scoring, and 
his book Note on Cinematography guided me through the whole process.
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Part 3: My Language or Interpretation 
 
I murmur: ‘It’s a seat,’ a little like an exorcism. But the word stays on my lips: it refuses 
to go and put itself on the thing. It stays what it is, with its red plush, thousands of little 
red paws in the air, all still, little dead paws. This enormous belly turned upward, 
bleeding, inflated—bloated with all its dead paws, this belly floating in this car, in this 
grey sky, is not a seat. It could just as well be a dead donkey tossed about in the water, 
floating with the current, belly in the air in a great grey river, a river of floods; and I 
could be sitting on the donkey's belly, my feet dangling in the clear water. (Sartre 15) 
 
Through the lack of attaching myself to words, my thoughts remain nebulous most of the 
time. They sketch vague, pleasant shapes and then are swallowed up; I forget them 
almost immediately. (Sartre 7)  
 
Image, movement and light, rather than words, are guiding the audience. 
 
My words become meaningless to me. I consider myself handicapped with words. As soon as a 
word comes out of my mouth, part of the meaning is sprayed and fades into the air. When it 
comes back to my ears, I hear myself with some distance. Strangely, when I begin to think hard, 
words become empty of meaning. They turn into shapes and light, devoid of meaning, becoming 
only some feeling of emptiness. 
 
I remember one of the first times I experienced this. I must have been about six years old. I was 
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sitting in a corner, maybe in a car. No one was looking at me. I was alone, or let’s say no one 
was paying attention to me. Probably I could feel the presence of others or see them in the corner 
of my eyes. I was watching my palm and repeating in my head, “Who am I?” over and over 
again. That was the first instance of me feeling absolute emptiness.  I was thinking, The Brave 
Boy’s (Pesar-e shoja, the animation character) world does not really exist. It is in the animation 
world. Someone from my world created him and his friends, so someone should have created us 
as a whole, then probably another one created that one. It could go on forever. I felt the 
emptiness of the infinite, one mirror in front of another mirror. In Chapter three of my film, in 
the part with my voice over the images of ants moving around, I talk about this experience of 
emptiness during my childhood. In an internal monologue, spoken out loud to be shared with the 
audience, I use words to describe this experience of emptiness of words. This is the only part in  
which I am directly present in the film. 
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Part 4: Structure and Bones 
 
I wanted to keep my parents the least aware of the camera, filming and recording as if it was not 
there watching them. As if I were not there. I didn’t want to do interviews or have any other form 
of dialogue that required planning. I started intentionally without any particular scenario. Just 
capturing organically, picking the mood and the story of life. 
 
Early morning. The rooster’s sound. The lightness and transparency of the morning. Baba just 
wakes up and comes out of his room, he sees the camera, doesn’t react. He goes to the kitchen to 
have tea, limping a bit, if you pay attention. It’s because he is missing one toe in one of his feet. 
The sound of his footsteps. I know his walk. I know this sound. 
 
The pleasant voice of Azar, my mom, in the background, playing with Sormeh, my daughter; 
talking to Sormeh as if she herself is a child as well, playing and pretending. Sormeh loves it. 
“Bye bye mosquito. Bye bye. We don’t need you. Go away.” 
 
In the afternoon, Sormeh with Baba, my father. Sormeh pretends she is talking, but what she is 
saying consists more of sounds than words. She is showing something to him. Baba explains to 
her using a tone he would use with an adult: “That’s the mountain. It looks like a horse bending 
her neck to drink water.”  
 
Trying to transmit what I saw and felt at those moments. Everything was right there on the table 
for me. It was just up to me to decide how much to show of my subjects.  
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I filmed their daily life. I started by intuitively choosing images of the footage I compiled. One 
very long sequence, each scene separated from the next by a three-second black frame. I watched 
the footage over and over, added and deleted. I needed a structure, something to tie them 
together. Light could do that. The film starts one early morning and ends with the early morning 
on the next day. Light changes in the course of the day. 
 
I recorded my parents’ voices, but I didn't ask a question, I didn’t even give them a subject to 
talk about. I left it open so that they could tell me whatever they wanted to tell. I turned on the 
recorder and left the room. They talked in their privacy. I didn't want to direct them. Similar to 
the way I make a drawing: first I make a mess and then I address the things needed to be 
addressed in the messiness.  
 
I tried their voices sharing narratives of life in different scenes. Baba’s voice didn’t work as a 
voice over any images other than his own. With Azar, it was different: her voice could smoothly 
flow over the images of trees outdoor, and transition to the interior of the house. The camera 
moved into the room and around. When she says, “Sometimes Mahmoud and I became strangers 
to each other.” The camera goes over the two nails on the wall, ten centimeters from one another, 
connected with a pale pencil line, and in the end Azar herself appears in the frame. 
 
On the first night I recorded their voices, my dad recited parts of Rumi’s Masnavi to me. I guess 
as a father he wanted to give me advice. The second time, he told his life story. He is a great 
storyteller. I did not use all of this material. In the end, it is not his version of this story, it is my 
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version. It’s all about point of view, as the Japanese author Ryūnosuke Akutagawa describes 
beautifully in “In the Jungle.” (Rashomon by Kurosawa is an adaptation of this short story). Four 
completely different stories are presented of one incident. Each person has his/her own 
interpretation. Mine tends to be built and narrated through images and lights, rather than actual 
words. Even though I wanted to follow this same approach, I didn’t want to talk directly and 
preferred to stay in the shadows. I, however, decided what should and shouldn’t be bold in the 
story. Through the process of selecting and editing, I directed the film, to tell my version of the 
story. My story.  
 
My father’s voice and stories could have unintentionally dominated the direction of the film. I 
tried to move away from that. I also tried to give more of a space to my mom. My mom didn’t 
talk much; she is shy even in her private life, as am I. She talked very briefly, maybe seven 
minutes. In that short talk, she said something that to me sounded very honest and courageous, 
“Mahmoud is my Mahmoud in the end.” It surprised me. This was the first time she was 
speaking to me of her love for him in such a way. 
 
My mom is not comfortable in front of the camera; my father very steady even when he just 
wakes up and sees me in the threshold of the door with a camera in hand. The contrasts of the 
two of them and the dynamics of their relationship have always drawn my attention. 
 
I have been living with this footage for the last six months. It is now familiar to me, so familiar 
that I can notice the different ways/approaches I have used to shoot them. I watch my dad 
through the door frames, mostly from a distance, perhaps as the role model he has always been 
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for me. Yet I have shown no hesitation to take my camera very close to my mom, and intimidate 
her. My Mom’s constant voice in the background shows her constant presence, how she makes 
me feel protected, intimate and at home. That’s what I’ve come to expect of her; she is always 
my safety net. 
 
 Time has a different definition there. Slow pace of the film reflects also through the objects that 
represent their life. Like the scene that a chandelier moves smoothly with the breeze. My father, 
Baba, sitting in the terrace in the country house or in the balcony of his room in Tehran, not 
moving or saying any word to anyone for a long time. My father doesn’t interact much with 
people around him, and I tried to capture that in a few scenes in the film: I felt he was deep in the 
world of his imagination at those moments and I wanted my audience to get a sense of his 
solitariness and inwardness through those captured moments.  
 
And now my daughter is part of this story. I am interested in her and the relationship between all 
of us. 
 
 In scenes when I show my parents with Sormeh I wanted to draw attention to how different they 
are when they are around her versus when they are alone. With her, they laugh and they are 
active; without her, they are quiet and there is a lot of silence. I imagine when the two of them 
are without Sormeh or me, it is just the dog occupying the space of the garden by himself, the 
empty silent garden. I capture the dog.  
 
I record the soft light of the early morning, the flow of light on the floor. I should have been 
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quick to record it. It wouldn’t stay long. Fear of disappearances. 
 
The Persian terms “mostanad” “estenad” and “sanad” all come from the same linguistic root. 
“Mostanad” means “to document,” “estenad” means “to rely on, have one’s back to/to lean on 
something” and the word “sanad” means “proof/evidence.” These all fit perfectly with my 
intentions for the film. These define what I hoped to do with the scenes I was capturing. To 
document this life, creating proof that I could some day go back to and rely on.   
 
The subject is so close to me that on the one hand I can trust my intuition with it; but on the other 
hand I wonder how I can present it to an audience who doesn’t know the subject so intimately? 
How much do I want to show to the audience? Each and every one of my parents’ actions and 
behaviors in their routine life is a familiar pattern to me. I know where it came from and I can 
narrate it. I want to guide my audience, of course, but I don’t like to show and tell everything to 
them. I want them to discover their story of life through the images and signs that I provide.  It’s 
like everything is already there. The story is already there. It’s my job now to reveal it. As 
Robert Bresson beautifully said, “Hide the ideas, but so that people find them. The most 
important will be the most hidden” (44).   
 
There are images in my mind that I have seen and lived with over and over. I have decided to 
have an actual record of them, such as: finding my father late at night in a corner in the kitchen, 
busy writing; or lying on the sofa, seeming to be sleep, (but I know that he is not really sleep), 
imagining and writing in his head; my mom walking around in the kitchen. I use the angle of the 




There is the light in the space that points to the ephemerality of our lives –that stares me in the 
eyes. There is the familiar and there is the new. I always prefer to have distance and not be too 
direct. And I do not want to know, because I want the process of the creation of the film to 
unravel what it decides to unravel, leading me where it needs to go. 
 
The fading colors in this project do what the dark tones did in my previous works: they diminish 
the unnecessary details. Deleting the extras.
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Part 5: An Imaginary Ending  
 
I imagine.  
 
My parents are in my studio in New York. We don’t live in the same city. They are visiting. I 
filmed them in Iran, and I created my film in New York, in their absence. I always want to be 
alone in my studio while working. Others’ presence distracts me. To do this project I felt I 
needed even more physical and emotional distance. Now, I am impatient to show them the film 
and see their faces, their reaction and attitude while they are watching.  
 
Azar is talking, explaining to my dad that she has been here (in my studio) before. My dad 
doesn’t comment easily. Both are here to watch the film. And I am watching them. Baba is 
shifting his weight from one foot to another. Azar tries to hide her smile and compliments me 
and tries to get my dad’s approval too. He is nudging his head to show his approval. 
 
This is before the film begins to roll. I want to record this moment. No need to talk. I can feel 
and understand them through their body language. That is what I want to capture.  
 
I imagine this scene and I think about adding it to the end of the film.  I won’t show their faces, 
just their silhouettes, their body shapes and their hands. I didn’t film enough of their hands 
before. I shouldn’t miss my chance this time. Something subtle, to wrap up the project.  
 
Oh, how much I was waiting to record this scene.  
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This is my narration. They are just the actors and they have no idea what they should expect to 
see. But I believe it’s the right decision to have them see the work before I present it as an 
installation in my show. I think this is the only time I didn’t ask my dad’s feedback in the process 
of making my artwork. I silently planned the whole project. I kept telling others and myself that I 
didn’t know what I was doing. But perhaps somewhere deep inside me I was actually in control 
of things. 
 
But then this, this is not in my hands: President Trump’s Executive Order. The Muslim Ban 
targeting seven countries, including Iran. They could not be physically present in my studio. I am 
still in shock. I took it hard. My imagination was not allowed to go further. They couldn’t come 
to New York. Their trip was canceled. 
 




Bresson, Robert. Notes on the Cinematographer. Translated by Jonathan Griffin, Green Integer, 
1997.  
 






















Fig. 1. Entrance hallway. Sara Dolatabadi, MFA Thesis Exhibition, Hunter College, New York, 
2017.  
Fig. 2. Sara Dolatabadi, Prison and Memory, 2016.  
Fig. 3. Exhibition poster. Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017.  
Fig. 5. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017.  
Fig. 6. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. 
Fig. 7. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. 
Fig. 8. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. 
Fig. 9. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. 
Fig. 10. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. 






















Fig. 2. Sara Dolatabadi, Prison and Memory, 2016. Inkjet print on rag paper, 12 x 15 inches (30 





Fig. 3. Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. Exhibition poster, inkjet print on rag paper, 12 x 15 

















































































Fig. 10. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. Film, 39 minutes. Excerpts can be 












Fig. 11. Still from Sara Dolatabadi, Summer Light, 2017. Film, 39 minutes. Excerpts can be 
found here: https://vimeo.com/211021373. 
 
 
